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negative definite function. Therefore, we conclude global asymptotic 
stability by  invoking the Lyapunov’s direct method (see e .g .  [29]). 
[22] S. Arimoto, F. Miyazaki, H. G. Lee, and S. Kawamura, “Rivival of 
Lyapunov’s direct method in robot control and design,” in Proc. Amer. 
Control Conf .  Atlanta. GA.. June 1988. DD. 1764-1769. 
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Visual Servoing with Hand-Eye 
Manipulator-Optimal Control Approach 
Koichi Hashimoto, Takumi Ebine, and Hidenori Kimura 
Abstract-This paper proposes a control theoretic formulation and a 
controller design method for the feature-based visual servoing with re- 
dundant features. The linear time-invariant (LTI) formulation copes with 
the redundant features and provides a simple framework for controller 
design. The proposed linear quadratic (LQ) method can deal with the 
redundant features, which is important because the previous LQ methods 
are not applicable to redundant systems. Moreover, this LQ method 
gives flexibility for performance improvement instead of the very limited 
design parameters provided by the generalized inverse and task function 
controllers. Validity of the LTI model and effectiveness and flexibility of 
the LQ optimal controller are evaluated by real-time experiments on a 
PUMA 560 manipulator. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of featurc-based visual feedback. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Visual feedback is a prevalent approach in autonomous manipula- 
tion. Conventional visual feedback schemes, e.g., [l], used the visual 
sensor to generate the hand trajectory at the stage of environment 
inspection. The whole manipulation was completely based on the 
generated hand trajectory. This off-line planning approach is useful 
for structured environments. However, in dynamically changing envi- 
ronments, visual sensors should be incorporated in the feedback loop 
because real-time recognition of the environment is necessary. 
Control schemes which utilize the visual sensors in the feedback 
loop are called visual Servo systems 121. Visual servoing schemes 
are classified into two groups, namely, position-based and feature- 
based. Position-based approaches, e.g., [3]-[5] ,  estimate/predict the 
object position and orientation in real-time and use the information 
to generate the hand trajectory. Koivo and Houshangi 131 introduced 
the autoregressive type object position predictor and proposed a self- 
tuning controller to grasp an object. Allen et al. [4] used an n-:l-? 
filter to predict the hand position tracking the moving object. Wilson 
[SI used Kalman filter to estimate the relative position and orientation 
between the camera and the object. 
Feature-based approach was proposed by Weiss et al. in 1987 161 
and is being studied by many authors. The feature-based approach 
uses the object features directly in the visual sensory output without 
computing the object position and orientation. Fig. 1 shows a block 
diagram of the feature-based approach. Most research on the feature- 
based approach is based on the Jacobian of ideul inverse interpreta- 
tion to interpret the feature error. The Jacobian is defined in 161 and 
considered as the infinitesimal change of the features according to the 
infinitesimal change of the relative position and orientation between 
the camera and the object. These results have shown so far that, if 
the features are selected appropriately, feature-based control schemes 
work well. However, an inevitable and important problem in control, 
controllability, has never been treated formally. The following are 
examples of the previous work on the feature-based approach. 
Weiss et al. [6] and Feddema et al. [7], [8] have studied the 
selection method of the features to makc the Jacobian have good 
condition. Real-time experiments of gasket tracking showed that 
the properly selected features are necessary to minimize the effect 
of image noise [8]. However, the controllability problem was not 
considered because the smallest set of the features were selected 
to make the visual feedback system controllable. Papanikolopoulos 
et al. [9] introduced sum-of-squared differences (SSD) optical flow 
and experimentally examined many control algorithms including 
proportional and integral (PI), pole assignment, and linear quadratic 
Gaussian (LQG). An adaptive control scheme was also examined 
in [lo]. However, the controllability problem was not considered 
because their formulation was also based on the minimum set of 
features. Espiau et al. [l l]  introduced the concept of task function 
and used the interaction matrix and its generalized inverse to derive 
the desired velocity of the hand. They showed a stability condition 
and an experiment of four point, i.e., redundant features, tracking 
but their control parameter was only a scalar A. Thus their task 
function approach was not very attractive to maximize the tracking 
performance. Jang and Bien [ 121 mathematically defined the concept 
of  feature and derived the feature Jacobian matrix. They used 
the generalized inverse of the feature Jacobian and proportional 
plus integral plus derivative (PID) control to generate the hand 
trajectory. No problem arose from the redundant features because 
the generalized inverse matrix gives a least square error solution 
if the exact solution does not exist. Although this is a simple way 
to avoid the controllability problem, it was not interesting from the 
control point of view because no parameter was introduced to improve 
the performance. The authors [13], [14] derived the image Jacobian 
which is a special case of the Jacobian of ideal inverse interpretation 
and used the generalized inverse of the image Jacobian. A comparison 
between the position-based and feature-based control schemes was 
made by simulating and doing object tracking experiments. However, 
no discussion was done on controllability. 
This paper discusses the controllability of the visual servo system 
with redundant features. The system is linearized at the desired 
point yielding a linear time-invariant (LTI) multi-input multi-output 
(MIMO) model. The image features are considered as state variables 
and the joint velocities are considered as control inputs. If the 
number of features exceeds the number of joints, the LTI model 
becomes uncontrollable. Since the LTI model allows each state 
variables to move independently, which means object deformation, 
the redundancy of the features makes the system uncontrollable. 
Howcver, if the reference image is generated properly, the de- 
sired features should be reachable because the object is rigid. Thus 
posing some restrictions on the state variables makes the sys- 
tem controllable. Therefore, we decompose the state variables into 
controllable and uncontrollable modes and, as a result, we can 
prove the local reachability of the LTI system by using this state 
decomposition. 
We also propose an optimal approach to the design of the feedback 
controller. Since the system is uncontrollable, the conventional design 
procedure does not work well. Thus we utilize the mode decom- 
position and derive the optimal controller that minimizes an linear 
quadratic (LQ) performance index. The controller becomes LTI state 
feedback with the state being the object features. Therefore, none of 
the computations of the depth, image Jacobian nor its generalized 
inverse is required. This is a favorable characteristic of the proposed 
LTI optimal approach. 
To evaluate the validity of the proposed LTI model and the optimal 
controller, real-time experiments on PUMA 560 arm have been 
carried out. Translational and rotational step experiments demonstrate 
fast response. The tracking experiments show that the performance 
can be easily tuned by changing the weight matrices. These ex- 
periments show the effectiveness of the proposed optimal control 
approach. 
'This paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we briefly 
review the discrete time LTI model. Section I11 proposes the optimal 
controller design method. The controllability of the LTI model is also 
discussed in this section. Section IV outlines our experimental setup 
and gives experimental results. Discussion on control performance is 
presented here. We conclude our results in Section V. 
11. IMAGE JACOBIAN AND LTI MODEL 
In general, rich feedback information results in better-controlled 
performance. In a feature-based visual feedback system, using redun- 
dant featurcs may be useful to improve the robustness and controlled 
performance. However, since the feature-based approach tries to 
regulate all features, redundant features causes the controllability 
problem. Although Weiss et al. [6] and Feddema et al. [7], [8] 
studied how to choose the features so that the feedback information 
was sufficiently rich, no attempt have been so far made at the 
controllability problem caused by using redundant features. 
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A. Perspective Imaging Model and Image Jacobian 
Take an ideal perspective transformation as the imaging model with 
f being the focal length of the lens, as shown in Fig. 2. The image of 
the object positioned at [,U Y 21' in the camera coordinate system 
becomes [;I = 4 [;I.
Differentiating both sides yields [IS], [I61 
where 
(3) 
and 'uC and S,. are the linear and angular velocities of the camera 
with respect to the camera coordinate system. The matrix Jlmage 
is called the image Jacobian. Combining (1) for AT points, namely, 
[c1 11'. . . . ~ [:C.V y ~ ] ~ ,  yields 
(4) 
where [ J i m a g e ( ~ ~ ~ ~ >  YI 5 21) ] 
J"f ( L c  N .  Yl l i  . ZIV ) 
( 5 )  + J",(E> 2) = 
= [ X I  y l  . . ' I N  y ~ ] ~  and 2 = [Z, &.. .Z ,V] ' .  The matrix 
J:nitgc is called the extended image Jacobian and the vector E is 
called the feature vector. We should avoid the degenerated features, 
i.e., the features that do not move if the camera moves. For the 
degenerated features [,, there exists at least a nonzero vector (I, that 
satisfies 
Thus to avoid the degenerated features, the features should be selected 
so that the extended image Jacobian becomes full rank. To make the 
Jacobian full rank, N 2 3 is an obvious necessary condition. If 
N = 3 the Jacobian loses the rank if the camera lies on the cylinder 
which includes the three points and the axis of which is perpendicular 
to the plane containing these points [17] (see Fig. 3). Moreover, 
image noise may cause the Jacobian to become nearly singular. Thus 
A' 2 4 is desirable for the feature-based visual servoing. If N 2 4, 
the object position and orientation can be uniquely defined by the 
feature vector E [ 181. 
B. LTI Model 
Define the state and the control input of the visual feedback system 
as [ = [xl yl  . . . T N  y,\-]' and U = ['v: " ~ 7 ] ~ ,  respectively. To 
derive the LTI model, we expand 4 in (4) for a power series around 
the desired state [ d .  Let be the desired input which keeps the 
system at the equilibrium point [ E [ d .  For simplicity of notation, 
we define a function 77 by 
(7) 
dei  . ' r / (c:  Z: U) = E = J & ~ ~ ~ ( E .  Z ) U .  
Noting that 2 is a function of E and expanding r/ around E d  and 
u d  yields 
d d  where q d  = l ) ( & ,  zd. U ( ( )  is the time denvative of the features at 
the desired point, Zd = Z(&) is the desired depth, ( $f E d  - E 
i s  the state error and fi kf U - ud is the input disturbance. Letting 
qL and u L  be the Ith element of and U ,  respectively, and J,, be 
the 13th element of .JAa8c(<.Z) gives r / 2  = J,,u, Thus the 
partial derivatives in (8) are given by 
dcf 
Note, if the system is at an equilibrium point, the input U should be 
zero because the matrix JLaRc ((, 2) has full column rank. Therefore, 
the partial derivatives evaluated at the desired equilibrium point are 
given by 
Consequently, the following LTI error model is derived: 
The discretized model with T being the sampling period is given by 
where k stands for the time index and B gf TeJLa8, ( [ d  ~ Zd) . Note 
that the rank of the controllability matrix is equal to the rank of 
B. Thus if X 2 4, the system i s  not controllable because the size 
of the state vector is 2N(28) and the rank of the controllability 
matrix is smaller than 6. However, if the desired feature is defined 
properly, the input U which makes the error vanish should exist. To 
understand this inconsistency, note that the state variables can not 
move independently because the all features are on an object and the 
object is rigid. Since the state-space model allows each state variable 
to move independently, we have to put some restriction on the state 
vector which will be explained in the next section. 
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Fig. 4. Configuration of featurc points. 
111. LQ OPTIMAL CONTROL AW 
In this section we introduce the controllable and uncontrollable 
modes of the feature error vector. On the basis of the LTI model (12), 
a design procedure of the feedback controller which minimizes an LQ 
type performance criterion is proposed. The problem is formulated to 
find the control input U ( I : )  that minimizes the performance criterion 
30 
.7 = X(f(k)Q<(/ i )  + L F ( k ) l ? U ( k ) )  (13) 
h=O 
where Q and R are symmetric positive definite weighting matrices 
introduced to put penalties on the state error { and the control 
input U ,  respectively. The conventional approach does not work well 
because the system (12) is, in appearance, uncontrollable. However, 
by making two natural assumptions, we can prove that the error 
converges to the zero vector and thus the summation of the right 
hand of (13) exists and is finite. 
A. Controllability 
. H,,]" be the vector of joint angles. The assump- 
tions are as follows. 
I )  Assumption I (Object Rigidness): For the givcn static and rigid 
object there exists $1. a function of 0. which generates the image 
features of the object < such that 
= r : ( H ) .  (14) 
2) Assumption 2 (Soundness of the Desired Features): For the 
given &. there exists a set of joint angles O d  that achieves the 
desired features: 
ti/ = L ' : ( H d )  (15) 
where the function y '  is defined in (14). 
Assumption I states that the degree of freedom of the feature vector 
reduces to that of the robot manipulator. Assumption 2 is essential 
to achieve the desired image by moving the robot hand. Therefore, 
these two assumptions are essential for visual servoing with redundant 
features. 
Before proving the controllability of (12) we define the neighbor- 
hood of the point H d  by 
I\-(-,) = (0:  (V'(0) - & ) T ( P ( H )  - ( d )  < i}. (16) 
We should choose -y so that the following conditions hold: 
b'0 E L\'(-,), dct[BT,J~,.LR'(I;'(H). Z( 'y (H)) )]  # 0 
and 
d c t [ r * 7 ~ o h o t ( ~ ) ]  # 0 (17) 
where C.lrobot is the robot Jacobian defined by 
Using these preliminaries, we will show the following theorem. 
U 
Power lnmos 
Serial 
Link - RS422 
I M 
TRPM-2 
Fig. S. Visual feedback control system. 
Theorem 1 (Local Reachability of E d ) :  For the given Oil  and f,ii = 
d, (H<,) .  fix a positive number y which satisfies (17). Then, for every 
initial joint angle H(0) E n.(?), the desired feature vector Ed is 
reachable under some control input 11. 
Proofi We prove the theorem by actually constructing the feed- 
back input U .  For the system (12), since the matrix B has full column 
rank, there exists a 2 X  x 211.' orthonormal matrix S satisfying 
SB= [:I and S S T  = I  
where B< is a 6 x 6  nonsingular matrix. Premultipling S to (12) yields 
whcre (, and 
dimensional vectors which are defined by 
are, respectively, the six-dimensional and 2% - G- 
Equation (20) shows that cc is controllable and CIA is uncontrollable. 
Thus the state decomposition defined by (21) is called control- 
Iable/uncontrollable mode decomposition. Now, since the matrix B, 
is not singular, we can choose an appropriate 6 x 6 gain matrix IC(. 
such that the following characteristic polynomial 
drt( 2 1  - I + BCICc) = 0 (22) 
has all solutions inside the unit circle. By using this ICc, the state 
feedback control law 
yields the response 
where c(0) = ((0) - & is the initial error. Since tT(0)<(O)  < 9, 
we have (' ( k ) < ( k )  < 3 for all k _> 0. Therefore, B ( k )  E iY(;) for 
all k .  Letting the final error be yields 
The mean value theorem guarantees the existence of such that 
Since the conditions (17) holds, we can conclude that e ( % )  = H d ,  
which yields, from Assumption 2, E(..) = [ d .  Consequently, the 
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Fig. 6. Trajectory of 4 points (translation). X :  Initial position, 0: Reference 
Fig. 7. Error plot of a point (translation) 
system (12) with state feedback (23) is asymptotically stable if all 
the eigenvalues of the matrix I - BcICc are in the unit circle. 0 
On the basis of Theorem 1 and its proof, one can state the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1 (Asymptotical Stability of &): Under Assumptions 1 
and 2, is asymptotically stable with state feedback 'U = -lif if 
the six eigenvalues of I - Bli  are inside the unit circle (the other 
eigenvalues are always 1). 
The asymptotical stability is proved only in the neighborhood of 
( d .  However, the deviations on B will not affect the stability provided 
the six eigenvalues of I - ZlIi stay inside the unit circle. Therefore, 
the LTI approach is valid for considerably large range of object 
motions. 
B. Controller Design 
discussion shows that 
The next problem is the design of the gain matrix I<,. The above 
= 0. Thus the system becomes 
Therefore, minimization of the performance criterion 
77 1 
Fig. 8. Trajectory of 4 points (rotation). x:  Initial position, 0: Rcfcrence. 
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where 
[: :] = S Q S r  
can be achieved by the state feedback 
U = -Kc& = -[ICr O]S< 
(30) 
A, = (R + B: P B  ) - I  B ' P  
where P is the 6 x 6 symmetnc, positive definlte matrlx satlsfylng the 
discrete time algebraic Riccati equatlon 
Qc = PB,(R + B:PBr)-'B,! P (31) 
The weighting matrlces (2 and R in (28) are the parameter? to be 
used to tune the control performance Note that, since the matrlx B? 
depends on the choice of the state transformation matrix S which 
satisfies (19), the feedback gain li = --[I<(: 01s seems to depend 
on S. However, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 (Independence of I< From the Choice of S): For the given 
B ,  the feedback gain IC that minimizes the performance index J does 
not depend on the choice of S. 
Pro08 Let SI and Sz be the upper 6 and lower 211' - G rows of 
the matrix S [;:I %* s. 
Then, from (19), we have 
R ( B )  = %?(ST) and >V*(BT) = R ( S ; )  (33) 
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where R and JV stand for the range space and null space, respectively. 
Another choice of the state transformation matrix, say, S, also 
satisfies 
R: lOOmm 
\ Camera 
R(B) = R(S: ) and -‘Le(Br) = R(ST) (34) 
where 
y’ $7- 
I 
Object 
Equations (34) and (35) show that each row of SI (32) is the 
linear combinations of the row vectors of 5’1 (5’2). Therefore, S 
is parameterized by Fig. 10. Setup for tracking experiment. 
(36) A. Robot Control System Conjguration 
[ii] = [: :2] [;:I. TIT: = I6 and 
T ~ T ;  = We have developed a visual feedback control system depicted in 
Fig. 5. The host computer for vision system is a personal computer 
(AX386) with an image processing board (whose processing unit is a 
Transputer) added in. The host computer for the manipulator control 
i s  a personal computer (PC9801) with a Transputer board added in. 
The parallel computation scheme of the resolved motion rate control 
is implemented on a network of eight Transputers (TBE02). 
The U 0  boards are consist of an interface board to communicate 
with the Transputer and with ADDNCounter boards, AD boards 
where 1, and Iz.xt-6 are the 0 and 21V - G dimensional identity 
matrices, respectively. Choosing S, instead of S, gives the feedback 
gain 
K- = -[Ec 01s = -[(R + gT@L?c)-liTP 01s 
= -[(n + B,TT,TPT, B,)-~B,TT,’PT, 01s (37) 
where P is the unique solution of the following discrete time Riccati 
equation: 
and Qc is defined by 
(39) 
Since (39) gives ac : TlQ,T:‘, the solution of (38) is given by 
P = TlPTf  and, thus, we obtain i- = I<. Consequently, the gain 
U 
Throughout this research, since the feedback gain li does not 
depend on the choice of S, we use the singular value decomposition 
matrix is independent of the choice of S. 
to choose S and B, by 
IV. EXPERIMENTS 
As shown in Fig. 4, the object is a white board with four black 
marks. Features are selected as the L and y coordinates of the center 
of the image of each mark. The task is specified to move the camera 
so that the relative position between the camera and object are kept 
constant. Two cases of step input experiments are performed to 
show the quick response of the system. Translational and rotational 
steps are separately examined to verify that our design specification 
is reflected in the performance. Moreover, experimental examples 
of object tracking are carried out to evaluate the flexibility of the 
controller design of the LQ approach. 
to input the potentiometer reading values, DA boards to output the 
command torque, and counter boards to input the encoder reading 
values. We designed and implemented all interface circuits. A CCD 
video camera (XC77CE) is mounted on the end-effector of the PUMA 
560 arm. The internal calibration of the camera and the external 
calibration of the geometrical relationship between the camera and 
the end-effector are carried out based on the calibration algorithm 
proposed by Tsai and Lenz [18]. 
The sampling period of the vision system is 85 ms. The sampling 
period of the manipulator control is fixed to lms. The commanded 
camera motion %J, and ‘UJ, computed at the image processing board 
are sent to the robot controller every 85 ms. The motion command 
are interpolated and fed to the Transputer network every 1 ms. 
B. Translational Motion 
The response of the feature points in the image plane is shown 
in Fig. 6. The initial feature vector is [(O) = 1146,198; 312.209. 
333.105.165. 99Ir. The desired feature vector is [ d  = 
[151,168.318,178,339. ‘75; 172, 70IT. The weighting matrices 
are Q = 30018 and R = diag(l.0,1.0, 1.0,6.0,6.0,6.0), where 
18 is the 8 x 8  identity matrix. The penalties on the rotational 
components are six times larger than that of the translational 
of the object. If the rotational penalties are small, the object motion 
is first tracked by the pitch motion of the wrist and afterward the 
arm gradually moves to decrease the orientation error, 
To show the speed of the response, a plot of a feature point 
is shown in Fig. 7. Overshoot is found but the response is fast 
(15 s to stabilize). Because of the pipeline architecture of the 
image processing board, the closed loop system has delay of 1 
visual sampling time (85 ms). Thus the higher feedback gains cause 
oscillations and the response times are not improved. The smaller 
gains which has closed loop eigenvalues close to the real axis can 
achieve a little quicker response. However, this gain is selected by 
putting importance on the tracking performance shown in Section 
components because our objective is to track the translational motion 
IV-D. 
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Although the step in this experimentation is small (20 pixels=200 
mm) due to the limitations of the vision processor, the stability test of 
Corollary 1 shows that the same gain can stabilize the object motion 
smaller than 3000 mm. 
C. Rotational Motion 
Another experiment is done for rotational step change of 
the reference position. The initial feature vector is ( (U)  = 
[136. 155,290.189; 353.90: 195.621'' . The desired feature vector 
is &( = [1~2.169,310.179,340,7G. 173. 'TI]'". The rotation angle is 
about 10 deg. The sampling period and the controller parameters are 
the same as that of the last experiment. We put large penalties on the 
rotational motion of the camera because we want to track the object 
motion with the arm motion (not the wrist motion). Thus the speed 
of the rotation should be very slow. Fig. 8 shows the step response 
of the feature points in the image plane. It is clearly shown that all 
points converges to the reference points. 
To verify the speed of convergence Fig. 9 shows the step response 
of one of the feature points in the image plane. The vertical axis 
is the square root error in pixel. The sluggish convergence verifies 
that our design specification of the controller is well reflected to the 
performance. If the penalties on the rotational motion are small the 
speed is improved. 
Although the step of this experimentation i s  small (10 deg) due to 
the image processing limitations, the test of Corollary 1 shows that 
the same gain can stabilize the object rotation smaller than 60 deg. 
D. Tracking 
As depicted in Fig. 10, the object moves along a circle of radius 
0.1 m in the yc - i c  plane of the camera coordinate system, i.e., the 
-  
Fig, 12. Exncrimental results with ootimal regulator. (a) Traiectorv of a leaturc point (left). (b) Camera position (right). X = diag( 1.0.1.0,0.5,6.0,6.0.6.0), 
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.rtt,-.i/,). plane of the world coordinate system. The object moves 
translationally. The task is to track a moving object with the camera 
mounted on the hand so that the relative position and orientation are 
kept constant. Note that this object motion includes depth change 
and thus camera motion in the optical axis direction is required to 
track the object. In the image plane, the feature points move in the 
direction of the vertical axis. The speed of the motion is 5 r/min. 
Experimental results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 
Fig. 1 l(a) and (b) shows the results with optimal regulator ( R  = 
IC, .  (2 = 3 0 0 1 ~ ) .  Fig. Il(a) shows the trajectory of a feature point 
in the image plane. The desired position is [153, 1671. The tracking 
error is smaller than 20 pixels in the 1' direction, and smaller than 10 
pixels in the y direction. Fig. 1l(b) shows the camera position in the 
world coordinate system. The desired trajectory is a circle of radius 
0.1 m with the center at [0.7G3.0.907]. The tracking accuracy in the 
direction is good, but the motion in the ytl; direction is somewhat 
smaller than the desired one. The reason is that the object motion in 
the ,y,(. direction (up and down) is tracked by the camera's up and 
down motion as well as the camera's orientation change, i.e., by the 
pitch motion of the manipulator wrist. 
To suppress the wrist rotation and encourage the up and down 
motion, another R is selected which has smaller penalty on the 
;,. (= yL,. ) directional movement and larger penalty on the rotational 
movement, R = diag( 1.0.1.0,0.5. G.0. F.O. (3.0). Q is 30018. The 
objcct speed i s  5 r/min. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 12(a) 
and (b). As depicted in Fig. I2(a), the feature point tracking error 
is almost the same as that of the previous experiment [Fig. ll(aj1. 
Fig. 12(bj shows that the camera tracking performance is fairly 
improved. This experiment shows that the controller performance 
tuning is quite easy. This is a favorable characteristic of the optimal 
control method. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
A control theoretic formulation for the visual feedback system 
was proposed. On the basis of the formulation, discrete time LTI 
MIMO model was derived. Discussions on the controllability were 
presented. The controllability problem caused by redundant features 
was resolved by introducing the controllable and uncontrollable 
modes decomposition. If the object is a static rigid body and the 
desired features are achievable, the LTI model was proved to be 
asymptotically stable with an appropriate choice of the gain matrix. 
An efficient way of designing the gain matrix based on the LQ 
performance index was proposed. The controller is computationally 
effective because none of real-time computation of depth, image 
Jacobian and its inverse is required. Real-time experiments on PUMA 
560 were carried out to evaluate the optimal approach. The results 
have shown the validity of the LTI model as well as the LQ 
controller design method. Also they showed the quickly converging 
stable performance of the proposed LQ controller. The performance 
improvement was done easily by selecting the weighting matri- 
ces. 
However, the robustness and the accuracy of the redundant feature 
system are not shown. Also the dynamics of the manipulator, which is 
highly nonlinear and important for fast motions, is not considered in 
the LTI model proposed in this paper. Thus, study on the robustness, 
dynamic effect and design of nonlinear controller are left as the next 
research subject. 
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